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Warning!
This manuscript is completely subjective and doesn’t build on an extensive literature overview. It’s the result of my personal brooding on the question why I’m doing what I’m doing professionally.

Since centuries researcher question therapeutic methods, approaches and systems for the treatment of musculoskeletal conditions.

Low Back Pain is primarily in the focus but also management of neck and extremity arouses interest. Randomized Controlled Trials and Systematic Reviews should answer the question if there is one management strategy that is superior to all others.

I could fill pages with tedious summaries, critical comments on included studies, methodological pitfalls and claims for further research. I don’t do this. Everyone is free to get their own overview of the relevant literature on the topic.1-14

Common sense and outcomes:
The superior method, the best approach, the most effective system doesn’t exist. The differences are marginal. Somehow statistically relevant at best but clinically questionable.

In the last 25 years, the efficacy of the McKenzie system was regularly a topic of research.15-22 Long story short: there is no convincing evidence in favor of McKenzie when it comes to the topic of outcomes. Overall, Mechanical Diagnosis and Therapy (MDT) does not do any better than various comparative interventions; but not worse either
As long as clinicians use active intervention and provide education, researchers consistently measure improvements - however examiner and patient are defining these.23,24

There are many ways to climb the tree!

I have been using the MDT system in examining and treating patients since 1994. I have been teaching clinicians in D / C H / A since 1999, and worldwide since 2017.

Does this make sense?
Why am I still a ‘MDT guy’ when other active approaches can be just as successful?
Here are my personal answers to that.

**MDT in daily clinic**

1. **First things first!**  
   MDT is feasible  
   The structured approach leads to a reasonable conclusion in 20-30 minutes. A huge advantage over all approaches that are comprehensive and top evidence-oriented but fail to be implemented in everyday therapeutic work. The frequent use in orthopedic diagnostics by physiotherapists underlines the high practical value of the system.\(^{25}\)

2. **MDT helps me to identify patients that I need to refer further**  
   The MDT evaluation system can identify hints for serious pathologies.\(^{26}\)

3. **MDT allows me comment on prognosis**  
   Patients want to know when they are getting better. If I identify phenomena such as Centralization of pain or Directional Preference, I can make statements in a good conscience.\(^{27,28,19,29,30,30}\)

4. **Due to MDT, I need less appointments**  
   Shortage of appointments in our part of the world, lack of access to resources in many other countries. Good reasons to choose an approach that requires fewer appointment than others.\(^{31}\)

5. **MDT can save patients stressful, expensive examinations and interventions**  
   Imaging can result in a cascade of interventions. These are not infrequently fraught with risk. Avoiding surgery is my top priority.\(^{32-36}\)
6. MDT can enable patients to treat themselves in the case of recurrences
Preventing back pain is a pious wish.
In real life, we are far from being effective here.
MDT-instructed patients also have recurrences. It looks like they can treat themselves rather than seek medical help straight away.\(^{37}\)

7. MDT principles apply to the entire body
In an editorial 2016 valued Gwendolen Jull asked: ‘Discord Between Approaches to Spinal and Extremity Disorders: Is It Logical?’.\(^{38}\)
The answer is NO, of course not. In the MDT system, the same principles apply to the spine and the extremities.\(^{39}\)
When it comes to spine vs. extremities, I’m using MDT based clinical reasoning instead of mostly useless classic orthopedic tests.\(^{40-45}\)

8. MDT facilitates the exchange between colleagues
If all clinicians on a team use the MDT system, it helps to learn from one another and with one another.\(^{46}\) If they have also reached a minimum level in training, reliability is good and the probability is high that we mostly talk about the same thing.\(^{47-54}\)

9. MDT includes patients in decision-making
In my opinion one of the key points of MDT. With MDT, Shared Decision Making starts with the diagnostic process. This promotes therapeutic alliance and helps patients understand their state of health better and internalize adequate treatment strategies.\(^{56}\)
Teaching / learning MDT

1. MDT provides structure
Young therapists usually start their professional life with enormous theoretical expertise. Everything works wonderfully on paper, during presentations in training or in role-playing games. It becomes difficult as soon as real patients do not react to the tests as it is described in the textbook. Novices appreciate the common thread that the MDT system provides. Even if some things seem simple, the procedure gives safety, and this is fundamentally important for clinicians as well as for patients. It helps 'science-laden' clinicians to put the evidence into practice. Experienced colleagues often tell me that MDT has simplified many things in their everyday work.

2. MDT promotes active therapy
The principle of self-treatment and the idea of progression of forces are fundamental components of the MDT system. Even if nothing else is convincing in the course, the focus on active therapy will be definitely remembered.

3. MDT makes biopsychosocial aspects understandable for practitioners
Integration of the Driver Model\textsuperscript{57} emphasizes clearly the biopsychosocial character of MDT\textsuperscript{58-60} and facilitates patient assessment.

4. MDT supports clinician in improving patient communication

In MDT, history taking and clinical examinations happen in constant communication with the patient. Patient demonstrations on the courses provide suggestions on how communication can work.
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